City Council Introduction: Monday, August 30, 2004
Public Hearing: Monday, September 13, 2004, at 1:30 p.m.

Bill No. 04R-228

FACTSHEET
TITLE: COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT NO.
04020, by the Director of Planning on behalf of the
Nebraska Department of Roads, to amend the Mobility
and Transportation element of the 2025
Lincoln/Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan, to
upgrade US Highway 77/West Bypass from an
expressway to freeway status beginning at the
planned South Beltway interchange just south of
Saltillo Road and ending at Interstate 80.

SPONSOR: Planning Department
BOARD/COMMITTEE: Planning Commission
Public Hearing: 08/18/04
Administrative Action: 08/18/04
RECOMMENDATION: Approval (8-0: Pearson,
Carlson, Sunderman, Krieser, Taylor, Carroll, Marvin
and Bills-Strand voting ‘yes’; Larson absent).

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval.

FINDINGS OF FACT:
1.

The Nebraska Department of Roads is proposing to amend the Mobility and Transportation element/Long
Range Transportation Plan of the Lincoln-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan to show the segment of US77 from Interstate 80 south to the planned South Beltway interchange south of Saltillo Road as a freeway
design to complete the Lincoln West Beltway concept.

2.

This request proposes to:
•
Upgrade US-77/West Beltway from an expressway to a freeway beginning at the planned South
Beltway interchange just south of Saltillo Road and ending at Interstate 80.
•
Construct a new interchange at Pioneers Boulevard.
•
Construct a new interchange at Warlick Boulevard.
•
Close access to US-77 at Rokeby Road, Yankee Hill Road, and Old Cheney Road
•
Change the future functional classifications of US-77 from I-80 to the South Beltway interchange, the
South Beltway, and the East Beltway to freeway status.

3.

The proposed amendments are found on p.7-8 and 12-14.

4.

The staff recommendation of approval is based upon the “Status/Description” and “Comprehensive Plan
Implications” as set forth on p.2-5, concluding, in part, that the proposed amendment to show this segment of
US-77 as a freeway with new interchanges at Pioneers Boulevard and Warlick Boulevard generally meets the
principles and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan.

5.

The minutes of the public hearing before the Planning Commission are found on p.9-11. There was
considerable discussion about the Pioneers Boulevard interchange and Wilderness Park access.

6.

There was no testimony in opposition.

7.

On August 18, 2004, the Planning Commission agreed with the staff recommendation and voted 8-0 to
recommend approval.

8.

This Comprehensive Plan Amendment will also be scheduled for public hearing and action by the Lancaster
County Board of Commissioners on September 14, 2004.
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Comprehensive Plan Amendment No. 04020

Highway 77 Corridor: West Beltway Study
Applicant
Nebraska Department of
Roads

Location
US Highway 77 corridor from
Interstate 80 south to the
planned South Beltway
interchange.

Proposal
Upgrade existing US-77 to
freeway standards from
Interstate 80 south to the
planned South Beltway
interchange south of Saltillo
Road. This is a state project
that includes construction of
interchanges at Warlick Blvd.
and Pioneers Blvd., and the
closing of at-grade access
crossings at Rokeby Rd.,
Yankee Hill Rd., and Old
Cheney Rd.

Recommendation: Approval

Status/Description
The Nebraska Department of Roads is proposing to amend the Mobility and Transportation element/Long
Range Transportation Plan of the Lincoln-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan to show the segment of US-77
from Interstate 80 south to the planned South Beltway interchange south of Saltillo Road as a freeway design to
complete the Lincoln West Beltway concept. This proposal is a result of a signed agreement with the City of Lincoln,
Lancaster County and the Nebraska Department of Roads to construct the South Beltway and the East Beltway
around the City of Lincoln to improve traffic flow and to enhance safety for the traveling public. A study specifically
addressing the Highway 77 portion of the planned beltway system has been completed.
This request proposes to amend the Lincoln-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan’s Mobility and
Transportation element, which also acts as the Long Range Transportation Plan for the region, as follows:
!
!
!
!
!

Upgrade US-77/West Beltway from an expressway to a freeway beginning at the planned South
Beltway interchange just south of Saltillo Road and ending at Interstate 80.
Construct a new interchange at Pioneers Boulevard.
Construct a new interchange at Warlick Boulevard.
Close access to US-77 at Rokeby Road, Yankee Hill Road, and Old Cheney Road
Change the future functional classifications of US-77 from I-80 to the South Beltway interchange,
the South Beltway, and the East Beltway to freeway status.
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The upgrading of the US-77/West Beltway to a freeway design is to be completed in conjunction with the
South Beltway. The Nebraska Department of Roads recognizes that converting this segment of highway to a freeway
may take five to ten years to complete, and during this time, changes may take place in the City-County
Comprehensive Plan and actual development may occur that alters traffic along the local roadway system from that
shown in the current traffic study. Therefore, prior to future implementation of this proposed project, the Department
of Roads will again review the traffic projections and proposed land uses to determine the feasibility of any grade
separation structures at the intersections that are identified to be closed at US-77.
The US-77 project corridor, the proposed interchanges, and the proposed street closures are identified in
the State’s submittal letter and map for this Comprehensive Plan Amendment. (see attached letter and map from
NDOR requesting this amendment)
System Analysis:
Overview: The US-77 corridor is a freeway design that will serve existing and future traffic needs, and
both local and through traffic. Future Growth Areas of Lincoln are expected to be developed to urban
densities within the life of the current Lincoln-Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan. The Southwest
Growth Area traffic includes Tier I growth that extends from Van Dorn Street to Yankee Hill Road and
from US-77 to SW 14th and SW29th Streets. Future traffic associated with Southwest Area
development will come from the developing urban and rural land uses within this area and from through
traffic destined for the South Lincoln Beltway, Nebraska Highway 2, and south US-77 to Beatrice. Tier
II and III traffic is not included in this analysis.
Traffic: Over the life of the current 2025 Comprehensive Plan, traffic within the US-77 (West Beltway)
corridor is expected to grow significantly as show in the table below.

Year

2003

2025

Location

Cars per Day

Cars per Day

US-77

11,200

37,100

Warlick Blvd.

8,000

33,400

Pioneers Blvd.

4,000

19,300

Right-of-Way: Acquisition of private property for highway right-of-way will be required for the project.
Two houses and a number of commercial buildings must be acquired by the Nebraska Department of
Roads for construction of the Pioneers Interchange. Control of access near the new interchanges will be
modified or acquired.
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It should be noted that additional right-of-way may be required to accommodate overpasses at the
intersection locations of US-77 and Old Cheney Road, Yankee Hill Road and Rokeby Road if a grade
separation structures are constructed at these locations upon at closure.
History: The planning and environmental elements for the South and East Beltway System are complete
and the South Beltway is under design. Construction of the South Beltway is expected to take place
within this planning period. The East Beltway is not likely to be constructed until late in the planning
period and could carry over beyond the life of the current Comprehensive Plan.
The South Beltway Project Agreement: There is a “Design and Construction Agreement between the
City of Lincoln, Lancaster County and the State of Nebraska, Department of Roads for the design and
construction of the South Lincoln Beltway” that was executed on May 9, 2002. It is recognized within
this agreement that when the South Beltway is completed the upgrading, West Beltway (US-77) to a
freeway classification is a logical response.
Section 6 of the South Lincoln Beltway Design and Construction Agreement states:
“The City, County and State acknowledge that with the construction and
completion of the South Beltway it is prudent to upgrade the West Beltway (US77) from an expressway to freeway classification, from the junction of the South
Beltway and US-77 to the junction of Van Dorn Street and US-77. The City,
County and State agree that the expense of upgrading the West Beltway will be
included in the ‘special project funds’ requested in Section 1.”
Schedule: Construction of this project will be dependent upon availability of future funds. Based upon
the current construction program for the Nebraska Department of Roads, construction is not expected
for five to ten years in the future.

Comprehensive Plan Implications
On page F106 of the Comprehensive Plan, the Nebraska Department of Roads is identified as presently
studying portions of Highway 77 as it passes through Lincoln to consider upgrading this roadway to freeway status.
This study is now completed. The findings of this study are proposed in this amendment.
As part of the beltway system proposed in the Comprehensive Plan on pages F106 and 107, the upgrade
of US-77 to freeway status on the west side of Lincoln will complete the planned freeway system that includes the
East Beltway, South Beltway, and Interstate 80 on the north. It is acknowledged in the Comprehensive Plan, and
by the Nebraska Department of Roads, that of the two new planned beltways, the South Beltway must be built first
and is considered a committed project. The Nebraska Department of Roads also acknowledges that the upgrading
of US-77 to freeway status is to be completed in conjunction with the South Beltway.
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In addition, the Comprehensive Plan highlights many principles and objectives in regard to transportation on
page F87. These principles and objectives relate to and should be considered as part of the review of this proposed
amendment. They are as follow:
“A Connected City. In Lincoln and Lancaster County, the unifying qualities of transportation will
be emphasized. The transportation network will sustain the One Community concept by linking
neighborhoods together. Neighborhoods, activity and employment centers, rural communities, and
open lands will be connected by a continuous network of public ways.
A Balanced Transportation System. Transportation planning in Lincoln will be guided by the principle
of balancing needs and expectations. It will recognize that transportation is a means to the goal of
a unified, liveable, and economically strong community, and not an end it itself. Thus, the system will
effectively move people and goods around the community, while minimizing impacts on established
neighborhoods and investments. The concept of balance also applies to methods of transportation.
While the system must function well for motor vehicles, it should also establish public transportation,
bicycling, and walking as realistic alternatives now and in the future.
Transportation as a Formative System. Transportation and land use are linked systems. The land
use plan, which includes projections of future development, determines the character of the
transportation plan. On the other hand, transportation has a major impact on the form of the City.
Lincoln and Lancaster County will use major road projects to reinforce desirable development
patterns.
Planning as a Process. Transportation planning is a dynamic process, responding to such factors as
community growth, development directions, and social and lifestyle changes. Therefore, the
Comprehensive Plan should also establish an ongoing process that responds to these changes.
Developing a balanced transportation system that meets the mobility needs of the community and
supports Lincoln and Lancaster County’s land use projections and plan.
Using the existing transportation system to its best advantage.
Increasing the use of alternate means of transportation, including public transportation, bicycle
transit, and pedestrian movement, by improving and expanding facilities and services and
encouraging compact, walkable land use patterns and project designs.
Continuing Lincoln’s street and trails network into newly developing areas.
Designing a street and road improvement program that is both physically attractive and sensitive to
the environments of urban neighborhoods.”
Three public departments, the Lincoln Parks and Recreation Department, the Lincoln-Lancaster County
Health Department, and the Lancaster County Engineering Department provided comments to this proposed
Comprehensive Plan Amendment. They are as follow:
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Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department
!
“The LLCHD notes that residential zoning is abutting part of the West Beltway which is proposed
to be upgraded from expressway to freeway standards. An increase in noise pollution from traffic
can be a public health concern for adjacent residential populations. Lincoln Municipal Code (LMC)
8.24 Noise Control Ordinance provides guidance on what are acceptable noise levels for our
community based upon the receiving land-use. The LLCHD advises, that if necessary, appropriate
noise abatement measures are taken to reduce the impact of traffic noise pollution on residential
population.”
Lincoln Parks and Recreation Department
!
“The proposed upgrade must allow for service access to Wilderness Park on an existing entrance
on the east side of Highway 77 and Yankee Hill Road. This is the Parks Department’s only access
for equipment into this area of the park.
!
Due to the upgrade of the highway from an expressway to a freeway, potential for resulting in the
reduction of bicyclists from riding along this section, the Comprehensive Plan needs to address
additional options and alternate routes for bicyclists, typically using this section of the highway.”
Lancaster County Engineering Department
!
“Upon review, this office has no comments or objections to this submittal.”

Conclusion
This amendment to show this segment of US-77 as a freeway with new interchanges at Pioneers Boulevard
and Warlick Boulevard generally meets the principles and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan.
In addition, a description of subsequent planning activities that may need to take place at the project
development stage prior to implementation should be included in the Comprehensive Plan. This recommendation is
to identify additional review and study, as needed, at project development stage for the potential of adding an
overpass at the intersections recommended for US-77 access closure. These intersections include Rokeby Road,
Yankee Hill Road, and Old Cheney Road.
The State of Nebraska prohibits bicycles on Interstates and freeways but not expressways. Such a restriction
will bar bicyclists from using this segment of US-77 as a result of upgrading it to a freeway. There were comments
made by the public during the public hearing stage of this study that dealt with the impact on the bicycling community
that uses US-77 as an on-street road route. Additional joint planning should take place between the City, County,
and State at project development stage to address the bicycle restriction issue and to work together to provide a
comparable alternative for cyclists.
Other map changes to the Future Functional Classification: City Streets map on page F103 of the
Comprehensive Plan and the Future Functional Classification: County Roads map on page F104 are needed
as part of this amendment to change the classification of US-77, the South Beltway, and the East Beltway to freeway
status from principal arterial status. These maps are also attached as part of this report as Appendix A and Appendix
B to indicate the necessary changes.
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Map changes to the Projects & Studies: Lincoln Area Street & Road Improvements 2025 map on
page F105 in the Mobility and Transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan are required for this amendment.
A map is attached to this report as Appendix C to indicate these necessary map changes.
Also needed will be particular text changes to pages F106 and F111 to update the Comprehensive Plan so
that it indicates all of the changes that are part of this amendment.
Amend the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
1.

Amend the Lincoln Area Street and Road Improvements 2025 map on page F105 to indicate the
proposed updates and additions to the Comprehensive Plan as follow:
1.
2.
3.

2.

Amend the Future Functional Classification: City Streets map on page F103 and the Future
Functional Classification: County Roads map on page F104 to indicate the proposed updates and
additions to the Comprehensive Plan as follow:
1.

3.

Replace the US-77 and Pioneers Boulevard “Overpass/Interchange Study” designation with an
“Interchange” designation.
Remove the“Overpass/Interchange Study” designation for the US-77 and Old Cheney Road
intersection.
Add a “Study” symbol at US-77 and Old Cheney Road, Yankee Hill Road, and Rokeby Road
reflecting the intent to “Study” for a potential overpass at project development stage and prior to
closure.

Change the classification of US-77 from I-80 to the planned South Beltway interchange, the South
Beltway, and the East Beltway to freeway classification from their current principal arterial
classification.

Amend the text of the Mobility and Transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan on pages F106 and
F111 to update the status of the Nebraska Department of Roads’ US-77 study and to add proposed
projects and studies that relate to the findings of the US-77 study:
Page F106
Amend the language related to the State’s US-77 study as follows:
!

“The Nebraska Department of Roads is presently studying has completed study of portions
of State US Highway 77 as it passes through Lincoln. This study will give gave consideration
to upgrading the facility to freeway status from its present classification as an expressway.
This upgrade would will require eliminating existing at-grade intersections. These
intersections could be replaced with interchanges, overpasses or underpasses, or the road
connection could be eliminated all together and with no crossing provided. Additional review
and study will be conducted, as needed, at project development stage for the potential of
adding an overpass at the intersections recommended for US-77 access closure. These
intersections include Rokeby Road, Yankee Hill Road, and Old Cheney Road.
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As part of the implementation of this project to upgrade US-77 to freeway status the needs
of pedestrians and bicyclists will be addressed. It was affirmed during the study process that
the proposed pedestrian and bicycle crossing points at the planned Pioneers Boulevard
interchange and at the abandoned railroad right-of-way south of the planned Warlick
interchange would be provided. The existing US-77 bridge structures over the abandoned
railroad right-of-way are intended to remain and be used to separate US-77 traffic from
pedestrians and bicyclists, and the design of the new Pioneers interchange is to contain a
multi-use trail facility. An extensive system of trail facilities is planned within this area
extending along both the east and west side of the US-77 corridor. The US-77 trail
connections will allow pedestrians and bicyclists between the new growth area to the west and
the existing urban area and the Wilderness Park Trails system to the east of US-77. Also, the
City, County, and State will work together to resolve bicycle access issues that will result from
the upgrading of this segment of US-77 to freeway status. The City, County, and State will
collectively work together to provide a comparable alternative for cyclists.”
Page F111
Add to the list of Proposed Projects the following:
!
US-77/West Beltway Upgrade to Freeway Status
from I-80 to South Beltway
<
Construct new interchange at Pioneers Blvd.
<
Construct new interchange at Warlick Blvd.
<
Close access to US-77 at Rokeby Rd.,
Yankee Hill Rd., and Old Cheney Road

Upgrade to Freeway
Interchange
Interchange
Access Closure

Add to the list of Proposed Studies the following:
!
As part of the US-77/West Beltway project, study for a potential overpass at project
development stage and prior to closure at US-77 and Old Cheney Road, Yankee Hill Road, and
Rokeby Road.
Remove from the list of Proposed Studies the following:
!
Old Cheney Rd. And US-77: Overpass/Interchange Study
!
US-77 and Pioneers Blvd.: Overpass/Interchange Study
Prepared By:
David Cary, 441-6364
dcary@ci.lincoln.ne.us
August 4, 2004
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT NO. 04020
PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE PLANNING COMMISSION:

August 18, 2004

Members present: Marvin, Pearson, Krieser, Sunderman, Carlson, Carroll, Taylor and Bills-Strand;
Larson absent.
Staff recommendation: Approval.
Ex Parte Communications: None.
Proponents
1. Lou Lenzen testified on behalf of the Nebraska Department of Roads. The US Highway 77
corridor is a segment of a planned freeway system around the City of Lincoln, starting with the
construction of I-80 and the planning and construction of US 77/West Bypass. With development of
the South and East Beltways, the continuous freeway around the city is now possible. It will improve
traffic flow and enhance safety.
The study recommended 1) construction of a new interchange at Pioneers Boulevard; 2)
construction of a new interchange at Warlick Boulevard; and 3) close access to US 77 at Yankee
Hill Road, Rokeby Road and Old Cheney Road. The findings from the study have been
documented in a report dated February 2003. Preliminary signs were developed showing
locations of interchanges and access. Access to proposed US 77 will be provided at
approximately 2-mile spacing through the developed urban area. Designs were shared with the
community at information meetings in 2003 and 2004, and a public hearing was held.
Following action by the Planning Commission, the NDOR anticipates presenting the US Highway
77 upgrade to the State Highway Commission. This project will improve the transportation system
around the community and enhance the safety of the traveling public.
Marvin inquired about the Capitol Parkway intersection. Lenzen stated that currently, the NDOR is
going to let a project in September to upgrade that to an interchange.
Marvin also noted that previously there were reports on Pioneers Boulevard including discussion of
the bridge that goes over Salt Creek at that point, and the anticipated traffic flow assumed two-lane
traffic for a very long period of time. Lenzen responded that from the information provided by the
city, it was assumed that Pioneers Boulevard would continue to be a 2-lane facility east of US 77
well into the future. Marvin is wondering whether is makes sense to put the time and money into an
active overpass like we’re doing on a road that does not generate a lot of trips. Lenzen stated that
the interchange at Pioneers Boulevard is recommended due to the development happening west of
US 77. The traffic is coming from the west side of US 77 to this interchange.
Pearson asked for a response to the memo from Parks & Recreation about access to Wilderness
Park. Lenzen believes the location is right across from Yankee Hill Road and this is currently an
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access break. NDOR will address this and assess the loss of that access to that property and
award damages to the owner for that loss of access. Currently, at Rokeby Road, there is a box
culvert under US 77 and there is a designated bike trail coming out of Wilderness Park onto state
property over that box culvert, so we might want to work with them based on that concern because
that would not be allowed with the freeway, and the freeway will be fenced. Lenzen assured that
NDOR will work with Wilderness Park and the County to resolve the issues based on this closure.
Pearson believes that the access to Wilderness Park has been an issue for several years. Lenzen
pointed out that Wilderness Park currently has public access off of other streets. Pearson believes
it is the only access to the equipment in this area. If that is the case, Lenzen indicated that the
NDOR will assess the loss of that access and as a possible condition it would provide moneys to
create access somewhere else. This property will be treated the same as any other property when
the state wants to come in and close access.
Carroll inquired whether the closing of access on Old Cheney Road will create a dead-end. Lenzen
stated that in 12-15 years, NDOR will re-study these locations where access is being closed and
do feasibility of overpasses warranted, etc.
Carroll confirmed that the access was denied on Old Cheney Road because it was within the 2mile distance. Lenzen stated that there are many reasons. NDOR does have acceptable levels of
service with the recommended location for interchanges and with the closures that are being
recommended.
Bills-Strand confirmed that by approving this amendment, we are saying there is still potential to
study the needs on Yankee Hill Road, Rokeby Road and Old Cheney Road.
Krieser inquired about the time frame for getting the funding. Lenzen stated that the funding was
anticipated to come from earmarked money which has not yet arrived, so they do not know. The
intent of the study was really to protect the corridor. Once we have the protection in place and we
have the funds, we can proceed with our development and neighboring developments with the
protection in place.
As Lincoln develops on the west and starts to move south, Carlson inquired whether there is
potential for use of the West Bypass to get further south. Or do we just get off on Warlick or Denton
Road, etc.? Mike Brienzo of Public Works & Utilities offered that this plan is built on the current
Comprehensive Plan land use plan, and the future urban area development (Tier I) goes to Yankee
Hill Road. If they continued to develop all the way to Saltillo Road, that would be another plan. We
do not anticipate an additional interchange between Warlick Boulevard and Saltillo Road. 1 st
Street will continue to the south.
Marvin suggested that traffic volumes will be slight for eastbound traffic off of the Pioneers
Boulevard interchange. Brienzo concurred that there is very little development within the Pioneers
Boulevard corridor. The assumption is that traffic would either go to the south using Warlick
Boulevard or further south to use the South Beltway. To the north we have Van Dorn. As you cross
the Wilderness Park area, there are several bridges that would have to be reconstructed plus we
have a railroad facility with 50 trains a day through that corridor which does restrict traffic flow a
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great deal. It is not a desirable route to expand and encourage greater traffic flows that will be
delayed by a train. It was viewed that the alternative roads (Warlick Boulevard and Van Dorn)
would accommodate that area.
Bills-Strand believes that we are going to see more traffic trying to go onto Pioneers. For years,
southwest Lincoln off of West “A” Street and West Van Dorn has been kind of cut off from the city,
and she senses we are starting to cut off other areas if we don’t look at some overpasses that are
going to help people get back and forth. She would think we need some kind of overpass to get
over the trains to allow Lincoln to get back and forth. Brienzo suggested that it may be something
we need to look at. There is a quite sensitive area of Wilderness Park in there as well, plus Beal
Slough and Salt Creek. That being the case, Marvin wondered where the tradeoff is better. Is it
better to have more restricted access on Pioneers Boulevard and open up Old Cheney Road?
Brienzo again referred to the trains, Salt Creek and Wilderness Park. He stated that they will
review that again at the project development stage.
Taylor believes there is lots of traffic flow south of Pine Lake Road, yet there is no opening between
Old Cheney Road and Saltillo Road. Brienzo agreed that there are no other access points. Taylor
wondered about another access from Pine Lake Road. Brienzo stated that the Hwy 77/Wilderness
Park at Yankee Hill Road alignment was evaluated and the Transportation Task Force and the
Comprehensive Plan Committee chose not to put that in the plan.
Bills-Strand believes that there may be a need to seriously look at an overpass over the park and
preserve the older neighborhoods from increasing traffic flowing through. There has to be a
compromise somewhere to preserve the park, but we need to preserve the traffic from our older
neighborhoods and keep the city connected.
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION BY PLANNING COMMISSION:

August 18, 2004

Marvin moved approval, seconded by Carroll.
Marvin commented that if we get stuck on this two-mile separation, we are not taking full advantage
of some of the freeways that we have, especially up on 14th Street. He believes that we should
encourage as much traffic onto these federal/state supported highways, and if we can get more
intersections built, we will have a better bang for our buck.
Taylor does not believe this solves the problem – preservation of the environment and Wilderness
Park as opposed to having a flow of traffic.
Motion for approval carried 8-0: Marvin, Pearson, Krieser, Sunderman, Carlson, Carroll, Taylor and
Bills-Strand voting ‘yes’; Larson absent. This is a recommendation to the City Council and the
County Board.
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